
The Liberal and Conservative parties have received
a huge surprise from the voters of Prince Edward

Island - after one too many years of blatant
cronyism and corruption and incompetence, they
get turfed in favor of a group of Independents.
Together this non-corporate coalition undertakes
to fulfill their election promises and turn PEI into
a modern Green Island - a government actually of,
by and for the people, rather than one dominated
by and run for the benefit of corporate puppets

and bankers.
But the corporate puppets and bankers are not happy with this turn of
events, and undertake, with the help of their enforcement arm the

American military, a little regime change operation.
But the regime changers get a bit of a surprise this time - an

unexpected show of support for Green Island from the new Nordic
Union, who decree that they will no longer accept the 'right' of the

Americans to interfere with sovereign governments they don't like, just
because they can and they want to. Asskicking happens.

And meanwhile things get really interesting - the Universal Incorporate
decides this would be a good time to put all of humanity on trial for
their overall barbarism throughout their time of dominance on this
planet, and their endless attacks on Truth and Beauty and Justice.

And then - well. It all plays out on Green Island.
Come join the revolution.
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Info available through the Green Island website, at
http://www.rudemacedon.ca/greenisland.html

or go direct to the print version at
http://www.lulu.com/content/2447258
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Communism collapsed (with a little help). Capitalism was to be the Great Saviour
of the World, but it has shown itself not only a false but a very dangerous god.

What can We the People do to find a path to a sane and safe society?
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Huh?!? Bring em on ....uhhh - GWB

OMG! The very worst nightmare of the capitalists
is happening on Green Island!! - Ann Ran
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